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ISOTHERM ENGINEERING LTD.

Since 1975 | Your Advocate for High Performance Buildings

Our Beginning

Isotherm Engineering Ltd. was founded
in 1975 as a Design-Build contractor
specializing in mechanical engineering
services, including heating, ventilation
and air conditioning, precision
environmental controls and
refrigeration (HVACR).

Isotherm Engineering and Commissioning

Your Advocate for
High Performance Buildings

Isotherm Engineering has a long history of commissioning experience both on the
theoretical and practical sides.
Our principals were involved in developing the ASHRAE commissioning guidelines, are
members of the Building Commissioning Technical Committee, and as well involved
with upgrading “The Commissioning Process” guideline into a standard. We are also
corporate members of the Building Commissioning Association including having board
members on the local Canadian Chapter as well as the International Board.
Our commissioning staff has certifications as commissioning service providers, from
different associations, with the necessary experience in design, installation, and maintenance
to truly implement the commissioning process as detailed in ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005
“The Commissioning Process”.

Where Can Our Footprints Be Found?
Our expanding new construction and existing building commissioning repertoire of
projects includes:
• Police Stations, EMS Stations, Penitentiaries
• Performing Art Centres, Sports & Recreation Centres, Churches
• Long Term Health Care Facilities, Hospitals, Daycare Facilities
• Specialty Labs, Data Centres, Sewage and Water Treatment Plants
• Elementary Schools, Secondary Schools, Colleges, Universities
• Office and Retail Complexes
• High Rise Residential Buildings
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How Do We Do It?

The measure of Isotherm Engineering’s
success is the satisfaction of our Clients
and our contribution to an environmentally
sustainable future. For a building to
be sustainable, the total life cycle costs
of the building needs to be taken into

Integration of the commissioning process into the normal design and construction
phases at the outset has proven to be an extremely important asset to any project.
We normally expend almost 80% of our time in the field, with all disciplines involved.
Our experience has shown that by working closely with the trades we can often eliminate
the adversarial situations that arises from the “us and them” mentality has known
to infiltrate some construction projects.
Having the ability to bridge the “GAP” between the owners, consultants, contractors,

account through our engineering and

and operators has proven to greatly assist in the successful conclusion of the

commissioning services. We have

commissioning process.

substantially reduced operating costs

This approach has also provided us with a reputation and respect that has garnered the

and extended equipment life cycles,

vast majority of our commissioning work through recommendations from previous projects

resulting in real cost benefits while
simultaneously achieving responsible
environmental stewardship.

and clients.
We offer many skills sets to manage the project proficiently. The front-end design portion
and back-end of the process requires design knowledge and training O&M familiarity
to properly start and finish the project. The middle (construction phase) requires very
experienced field personnel to deal with all aspects of the systems installation, as well
as deal with the many issues that arise during this phase.
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What about existing buildings?

Through a systematic two phase process,

1. Planning and Investigation Phase

Isotherm Engineering will identify and

The planning and investigation phase reviews the building systems both on paper as

assess the operation of the building’s
major energy-using systems, develop

well as the physical equipment; the nature, frequency and timing of building complaints
and the maintenance and performance problems with the following tasks:
• Review maintenance and service records

options for optimizing energy

• Issues and findings log

performance and a plan to achieve

• Review of energy usage through energy audit per ASHRAE, measurement and verification,

energy savings.

or energy modeling
• Review of building systems and controls system

2. Implementation and Sustainability Phase
Based on its High Performance Sustainable Building Solutions that maximizes
the effectiveness of resources while minimizing the impact on the environment
Isotherm Engineering will provide the following:
• Energy Conversation Measures (ECM) Improvement Plan
• Ongoing Commissioning Plan
• Operator Training Program
• Building Operating and Maintenance Plan
• Monitoring Action Plan
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What Do We Offer?

Isotherm Engineering collaborate with
many industry leaders for many years

As we continue to raise the bar of our commissioning services, we recognize the need
to partner with leaders in other areas of expertise. We apply the same stringency of the
Commissioning Process for HVACR to other practices. We have strategically aligned with

and bring professional respect and trust

other industry leaders for the electrical, transportation, and envelope services to deliver

to our clients by focusing on their

a Total Building Commissioning solution to our Clients.

requirements, remaining responsive and

The benefits of the one-stop experience are the consistent approach to the subject

flexible, creating value added solutions

matters, the uniform quality, and the appearance in reporting formats. The same

and providing excellent service.

consistency is found in the technology transfer, such as the documentation and training.
Often clients also appreciate the effectiveness of our project management and synergy
with the various consultants and contractors.
Through our three-step approach (Documentation, Verification, & Technology Transfer)
we have been recognized by many as the best value for commissioning services.
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In Closing

Isotherm Engineering excels in delivering
well-researched, simple solutions to complex
problems - within budget and on schedule.
Isotherm Engineering’s basic code of belief is:
• Focus on Clients’ requirements
• Remain responsive and flexible
• Create value added solutions
• Provide excellent service
We look forward to our association with you.

Contact Us

An “Isotherm” is a line of constant temperature on a weather map
or in an HVAC system. The blue and red colour in the company logo represents
our passion for engineering and commissioning high performance buildings
that achieve optimum thermal environmental performance.

2133 Royal Windsor Drive, Unit 37
Mississauga, Ontario L5J 1K5
P: 905.822.2430
F: 905.822.5182
T: 1.800.394.3954
info@isothermengineering.com • www.isothermengineering.com
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